Diversity among base classifiers is an important factor for improving in ensemble learning performance. In this paper, we choose support vector machine as base classifier and study four methods of selective ensemble learning which include hill-climbing, ensemble forward sequential selection, ensemble backward sequential selection and clustering selection. To measure the diversity among base classifiers in ensemble learning, the entropy E is used. The experimental results show that different diversity measure impacts on ensemble performance in some extent and first three selective strategies have similar generalization performance. Meanwhile, when using clustering selective strategy, selecting different number of clusters in this experiment also does not impact on the ensemble performance except some dataset.
Introduction
Diversity has been recognized as a very important characteristic for improving generalization performance of ensemble learning. So researchers present some diversity measures and ensemble learning methods which use different strategy to raise diversity among components. In generating ensemble member, selective ensemble learning is a common method. Using different selective strategies will obtain different ensemble learning methods. For example, aimed at neural network, Giacinto applied clustering technology to select ensemble member [1] . Zhou et al utilized genetic algorithm to select ensemble members and obtained better generalization performance [2] . After that, Li et al. also applied clustering techniques and genetic algorithms to select ensemble models [3] . Moreover, we study the selective ensemble learning based on neural network and decision tree [4] . In the aspect of diversity, Kuncheva et al researched the measures of diversity in classifier ensembles and their relationship with the ensemble accuracy [5] . Now, people are still researching the measures of diversity and different ensemble learning algorithms [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Aimed these above, this paper researches the selective ensemble methods based on support vector machine algorithms. This paper is organized as follows. Support vector machine and diversity measure used in this paper are summarized in section 2, and selective ensemble methods are introduced in section 3. Section 4 gives the results and analysis of experiment. The conclusions are given in section 5.
Support vector machine and diversity measure
In this section, we briefly review the support vector machine in binary classification problems.Given a dataset of labeled training points (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ),…, (x l , y l ), where ( , ) { 1, 1}
When they are linearly separable training dataset, there exist some hyperplane which correctly separate the positive and negative examples. The point x which lies on the hyperplane satisfies <w,x>+b=0, where w is normal to the hyperplane. It is seen that if the training set is linearly separable, the support vector algorithm finds the optimal separating hyperplane with the maximal margin; If the training set is linearly non-separable or approximately separable data, it need introduce the trade-off parameter; If the training data is not linearly separable, the SVM leaning algorithm mapped the input data using a nonlinearly mapping function ( ) x x to a high-dimension feature space z, and the data in z is indeed linearly or approximately separable. In two-class classification, all training data satisfy the following decision function
In the linearly separable training set, all training points satisfy the following inequalities 
In fact, it can be written as i y ( , ) 1, As the process of solving (3) is very different, so we introduce Lagrange multiplier to transform the primal problem into its dual problem that solves the following quadratic programming (QP) problem.
In linear classifier, the solution in feature space using a linearly mapping function Next we breifly introduce Non-pairwise diversity measure used in the experiment, which is the entropy measure E [6] , which is defined in the following:
where L is the number of classifiers, N is the number of instances in the data set. z j is instance. l(z j ) is the number of classifiers that can correctly recognize z j at the same time . E varies between 0 and 1. Except these above, we use pairs of diversity measures, as seen [5] .
Algorithms of selective ensemble learning
Selective Ensemble learning is to select ensemble members with selective strategies after generating many different base models. Different selective strategies can get different ensemble learning algorithms. In the past, researchers mainly improve diversity of ensemble member by use feature subset method [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In this paper, we use data subset method and give four different selective ensemble learning approaches: Hill-Climbing, Ensemble Backward Sequential Selection, Ensemble Forward Sequential Selection and Clustering Selection. Base models are support vector machine (SVM).
During training classifiers, classifiers have differences because they are trained by randomly extracting data set. In every training classifier, the solution space is different. In order to measure how the differences impact on the accuracy of classifier, we introduce a formula to study how diversity impact on ensemble accuracy. It defines as follows:
In formula (7), acc is ensemble accuracy. allacc is all classifiers' accuracy. div is ensemble diversity. alldiv is all classifiers' diversity. In computing accuracy, we use the majority vote and use the entropy E as the diversity measure. In the following, we breifly introduce four different ensemble learning methods which are seen as in [4] .
Hill-Climbing (HC) Method
Hill Climbing ensemble proposed is composed of two major phases, namely construction of the initial ensemble by randomly selecting base model and iterative refinement of the ensemble members. Initial ensemble members are formed using the randomly selective method; the second phase is aimed to improve the value of the fitness function of the ensemble classifiers. For all the learning models, an attempt is made to switch (add or delete) each models. If the result produces the larger value of fitness, that change is kept. This process is continued until no further improvements are possible.
Ensemble Backward Sequential Selection (EBSS) Method
EBSS begins with all learning models and repeatedly removes a model whose removal yields the maximal value of fitness improvement. The cycle repeats until no improvement is obtained.
Ensemble Forward Sequential Selection (EFSS) Method
EFSS begins with zero attributes, evaluates all base models with exactly one model, and selects the one with the best performance. It then adds to the ResultSet that yields the best performance for models of the next larger size. The cycle repeats until no improvement is obtained.
Clustering Selection Ensemble
Clustering technology is an important data analysis tool. By it, data structure may be found. At present, there exist many different kinds of clustering algorithms. Among them, most common clustering algorithms are hierarchical clustering Algorithms and k-means clustering algorithms. In the following, we study model clustering based on above algorithms.
For any two models n m and n n , distance between them is defined as
The above distance measure is aimed to group models based on diversity. That is to say that in the same cluster, we select base model so that the value of diversity in the whole cluster is maximal. Moreover, in hierarchical clustering algorithms, to merge similar clusters, we use the following distance between any two clusters:
In the following, T is the size of training models, S is dataset and L is learning algorithm. The selective ensemble method of hierarchical clustering is described as follows.
Experiments

Experimental data and methods
A number of ensemble techniques solving the integration problem can improve the generalization performance of ensemble learning. In addition, the theoretical basis of ensemble learning is based on the diversity of base models. Selective integration aims to select ensemble models which have the biggest diversity using some strategies. In this paper these strategies include Hill Climbing, Ensemble Backward Sequential Selection, Ensemble Backward Sequential Selection and Clustering technology. Clustering technology include hierarchical clustering algorithms and k-means clustering. These methods have in common, that is, many base models are all trained utilizing decision tree algorithms, neural network algorithm and support vector algorithm before getting ensemble models. Then, ensemble models are constructed with above selective ensemble methods. 
.Experimental results and analysis for HC, EFSS and EBSS
Firstly, many base models are trained with decision tree, BP neural network and support vector machine algorithm. Then we use hill climbing, ensemble forward sequential selection and ensemble backward sequential selection to select base models for forming ensemble members. Finally, the performance of integrated model and diversity are achieved using a majority vote.
In order to study the effect of the diversity on ensemble accuracy, we consider the accuracy and diversity together. It controls diversity by altering parameter r. The value of parameter r is 0, 1/5, 1/3 and 1. In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , classifiers are trained using support vector machine. Then ensemble members are achieved using above three selective methods. Finally ensemble accuracy is computed using vote method. From Fig. 2 , we can see that when parameter r is zero, the value of most ensemble accuracy is bigger than other. For some data set, the ensemble accuracy is larger as the value of parameter r. So the diversity impact on the ensemble accuracy in some extent. In all, three different ensemble methods including HC,EFSS and EBSS have similar generalization performance based on support vector machine for vote strategy. 
Experimental results with clustering technology
A hundred of base models are created using the support vector machine algorithm. Then different clusters are obtained using k-means and hierarchical clustering technology. In this experiment, the number of clusters is 4, 6, 9, 15, 25, 30 and 35. Fig. 3 is the average result of ensemble models which is selected using k-means clustering technology and hierarchical clustering technology for different cluster. Ensemble accuracy is computed by vote method, and diversity is measured by entropy E, Fail/Non-fail, double fault and plain disagreement measure. In clustering selective technology, we select classifiers which have larger diversity. From Fig. 3 , we can see that there is no clear disciplinary change, but using clustering strategy can get better ensemble performance. 
Analysis of experimental results with generalization error
We consider the generalization error of ensemble learning when generating the outputs of a number of different classifiers. With regard to the generalization error, Martin studied it [14] . In the experiment, we first select some base models using clustering technology including k-means and hierarchical clustering technology, then using these base models estimate the generalization error of test data. We regard the data set as a sample (( , ) Experimental result is seen as in Fig. 4 . From these result, we can see that selective strategies can reduce ensemble generalization error. Further, they can improve ensemble generalization performance. 
Conclusions
The paper primarily studied the selective ensemble methods and the diversity of ensemble models. We first introduce diversity measures including pairs of diversity measures and non-pairwise diversity measures. Pairs of diversity measures include fail/non-fail, double-fault and plain disagreement measure. Non-pairwise diversity measure is the entropy measure E. Then, we study four selective ensemble technologies, namely hill climbing, ensemble forward sequential selection, ensemble backward sequential selection and clustering technologies including hierarchical clustering algorithms and k-means clustering. The Entropy E is used as diversity measures in this paper. Analyzing the hill climbing, ensemble forward sequential selection and ensemble backward sequential selection, we can see that using selecting strategy can achieve a certain performance advantages of integration.
